Globally perceived directional flow in static images.
Visual sensitivity to spatial direction has classically been associated with motion perception. Yet humans are adept at deriving directional information in the absence of motion, as when they read maps, or follow arrows or animal tracks. Experiments are reported on the perception of parallel arrow-like forms in which a specific visual sensitivity to static direction is demonstrated. Global processing is operationally defined in terms of the relative discriminability of sets and subsets of stimulus elements; a set of parallel elements and a set in which one element is antiparallel to the rest are shown to be processed globally. The result of this global processing is a static analog of unidirectional optic flow. Global spatial direction differs fundamentally from other perceptions derived from static image processing. It involves long-range interactions in texture arrays, it does not carry information about stimulus location, and it is not reducible to the perception of component stimulus elements. Its likely function is in the construction of the layout of visual space.